ACROSS
1. Open with anger first Christmas present (12)
10. Henry and Hew given fine for being drunk (4-3)
11. Revolutionary broadcast eg, in an African country (7)
12, 13. Work out marking for hobby on-line (5-8)
15. Eastern ornaments broken into microscopic units in US (10)
16. Mixed fruit starts off unusually green like ivy (4)
18. Chap leaves American city to become a drifter (4)
20. It's extremely embarrassing to English and Scottish sport (3-7)
22. Display screens no longer fitted with inkwells (8)
24. Having riotous fun with it would be inappropriate (5)
26. Senior citizen on a Hebridean Island (7)
27. Fatty's raciest version (7)
28. The EU for instance is potentially above Britain (12)

DOWN
2. What amnesiacs must do in Shakespeare – Lear, notoriously! (7)
3. The Devil's title, commonly? (8)
4. It means very little to the Greeks, literally (4)
5. Tories take on major crime cabal (10)
6. Headless horseman is shorter in summer! (5)
7. Gainfully employed in education? Not entirely (7)
8. Guess it could be filmed at night (4, 2, 3, 4)
9. Patsy's cattle with a sense of humour? (8, 5)
14. A most unusual present captures Penny's character (10)
17. Glue applied to a tear can be heated (8)
19. Public transport with hot meal and a drink in South Africa (4, 3)
21. A refusal to follow reason may lead to hell (7)
23. Both get right change for pound (5)
25. Mostly up and about town in Italy (4)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday August 19
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Monday August 21
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT